A visit from North Carolina on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the State-To-State program North Carolina – Baden-Württemberg

On the 10th of November, the Vice Chancellor (Provost) of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG), Professor Dr. Dana L. Dunn, together with representatives of other universities in the University of North Carolina system, visited KIT to mark the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the State-To-State Program between North Carolina and Baden-Wuerttemberg. Bernadette Dambacher, Director International Students Office (IStO) and Pascale Kohler, Director Regional Strategy & Information (RESI) welcomed the delegation of seven. In addition to a general presentation about KIT, Professor Gerd Gidion, scientific head of the Center of Technology-Enhanced Learning (ZML), and Andreas Sexauer, E-Learning Services, presented current projects in the area of digital learning. Afterwards there was, among other topics, a discussion with Dr. Kai Rebensburg concerning the International MINternship Program which has been offering an exchange of research interns between the University of North Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC) and KIT since 2014. The delegation from North Carolina continued their trip on Friday 11th November and visited the University of Mannheim, the university responsible for coordinating the State-To-State Program North Carolina.